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Abstract
Volume rendering is the key to visualize data in 3D. Ray-casting algorithm is a direct
volume rendering technique that makes volume rendering possible. Imaging satellites are
used to collect weather data (temperature, humidity, wind, rain) present in NetCDF
(Network Common Data Form). Volume rendering of weather data cannot be achieved by
NetCDF data format. By converting the data from NetCDF format to NRRD (Nearly Raw
Raster Data), 3D volume rendering of weather data has been performed using modified raycasting algorithm in this paper. Weather data is rendered in 3D using Ray-casting based
WebGL (Web Graphics Library) tool which maps textures with images of different
volumetric data while changing the range of dimensions as well as colormaps.
Keywords:Volume rendering, Ray-casting, Weather data, WebGL

I.

INTRODUCTION

Volume rendering is the system of showing twodimensional projections of three-dimensional data, i.e.
volumetric information. In scientific 3D visualization,
volume rendering is widely used. The essential standards
of Volume rendering were first grown by Marc Levoy
[1] and further conveyed by Robert A. Drebin [2] and
numerous different researchers in the representation
field. Levoy has given the point by point review and
execution of Volume rendering in different fields [3][4].
Structured volume can be represented as a simple 3D
array of scalar values that implicitly defines a grid. Eight
neighboring values in the volume define the basic
volume element, a voxel [5].
A volume described as a group of voxels can be
visualized by volume rendering. Volume rendering
works on volume rendering pipeline. Here, Fig. 1
represents the diagram of the volume rendering pipeline.
As volume rendering is widely used in medical imaging,
so mostly volumetric information can be CT, MRI, ODT
or, any 3D data. As the weather data needs to be
visualized here,volumetric information will be used as it
as.A volume related information group is normally
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

situated of V of the examples (x,y,z,v), likewise named
voxels, speaking to the worth v of some attribute of the

information, on three-dimensional area (x,y,z).
Figure 1: Volume rendering pipeline

Next phase, the interpolation can be defined as the
generation of new values which are missing in between
based on existing values. Linear, bilinear and trilinear
interpolation can take place as per the dimensions.
Gradient estimation is done for assessing the measure of
light redirected from volumetric exteriors towards the
eye. After gradient estimation, classification and shading
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are done parallelly. Classification can be done using a
transfer function where information qualities are mapped
to shading and darkness, with the outcome that elements
can be stressed or covered up. Shading is the procedure
of figuring an illumination prototype where the outcome
is the shading for a polygon or for distinct pixels.
Compositing is the final stage to reach the image by
binding all steps of rendering. Compositing can be done
using back-to-front or front-to-back traversal [6].
II. RELATED WORK

Volume rendering techniques can be categorized into 2
categories. Direct Volume Rendering (DVR) and Indirect
Volume Rendering (IVR). DVR primarily offers
flexibility; it can be used to obtain an initial overall view
of the data, and, by changing transfer functions (which
are directly analogous to color maps), Data's particular
features can also be focused incrementally. Direct
volume-rendering algorithms consist of three major
components: sampling, classification, and compositing.
Sampling deals with selecting the piecewise steps taken
through the volume; classification is the process of
computing a color and opacity for each step using the
volume-rendering integral; and compositing blends these
classified steps together to form an image as a final step
[7].
DVR can be categorized as Image order and Object
order techniques. With the image order approach, pixels
are partitioned among processors. The partitioning
creates groups of consecutive pixels, also known as tiles.
Each processor begins by loading the cells that contribute
to its tile. Then each processor generates the portion of
the image corresponding to its tile, by operating on the
cells that it loaded. The portion of the image produced by
each processor is also known as a sub-image. The subimages from all the processors are then collected onto
one processor to produce the final image [8]. Ray casting
is an example of image order technique. With the object
order approach, data is divided into blocks among
processors. Each processor volume renders its own cells
independently of the other processors. Then the
contributions from all the processors are composited
together to produce a final image, e.g. splatting [9].
Splatting technique is compared to tossing a snowball
(voxel) at a glass dish. The snow commitment at the focal
point of effect will be more and the commitment will
drop away more far from the focal point of effect. Shear
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

warpping shears the image in 2D and warps the
intermediate image in the end [11]. Texture Based slicing
generates immediate slicing while rendering. Indirect
volume rendering extracts certain areas of interest from
the entire volume and transforms them into polygonal
models e.g. marching cubes algorithm, which
approximates a polygonal model from a voxel-based
dataset [10].
Ray-casting is based on surface interaction of rays
with objects. Ray casting algorithm collects the colour
and opacity details along its path through the volume.
The rays start from the viewpoint and traverses almost all
voxels in the dataset at the specified inclination. Rays
which originate from the viewpoint are sampled at
equidistance within the volume data. These samples are
interpolated in trilinear way and all the interpolated
values of individual rays are composited correspond to
the image plane pixels that is crossed by the
correspondingrays [12][18]. Fig.2 shows the working of
ray-casting.

Figure 2: Ray-casting

For volume rendering, ray casting follows these steps.
(1) Finding the visible surface, for that consider
𝑉0 =View Point= 𝑉𝑃 = 𝑉𝑃𝑥, 𝑉𝑃𝑦, 𝑉𝑃𝑧 And
𝑃0= pixel = (𝑥1, 𝑦1, 0).
Now intersect this ray with your scene and set a
colour of the intersected surface to the pixel.
𝐹𝑝 = (𝐼𝑅, 𝐼𝐺, 𝐼𝐵).
(2) Adding diffuse shading, for that consider
𝑥 = 𝑥0 + 𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑦0 + 𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑦,
𝑧 =
𝑧0 + 𝑡 ∗ 𝑑𝑧,
then find unit normal vector(U) to the sphere
at (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) and find the unit vector from (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) to
light (𝐿𝑥, 𝐿𝑦, 𝐿𝑧).
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Now compute the 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑈, 𝐿) and set the
pixel to
𝐹𝑝 = (𝑘𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝑅, 𝑘𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝐺, 𝑘𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝐵) + (𝑘𝑑 ∗
𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝑅, 𝑘𝑑 ∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝐺, 𝑘𝑑 ∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝐵),
where 𝑘𝑑 is the diffuse-coefficient and 𝑘𝑎
theambient-coefficient.

is

(3) Add the shadows to the sphere so that it would
look more round and real, for that consider

as the forecast is available at 35 different vertical
atmospheric levels. As the data represents weather
parameters at 3 hourly time scales over the Indian region,
keeping the time as constant value the three-dimensional
array of latitude, longitude and elevation is used for
volume rendering and visualization. The volume of daily
data files is around 4.2 GB. The dataset covers 35
vertical levels of elevation with a horizontal resolution of
5x5 km. Dataset represents values at 400*400
(𝑙𝑎𝑡 𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔) with the area coverage of values -35 to +49.

𝐹𝑝 = 𝑘𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝑅, 𝑘𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝐺, 𝐾𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝐵 + (0.5 ∗ 𝑘𝑑
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝑅, 0.5 ∗ 𝑘𝑑 ∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝐺, 0.5 ∗ 𝑘𝑑
∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝐵).
(4) At last add the phong highlights by adding
highlight factor(hf) to it with
𝐶𝑝 = (𝑘𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝑅, 𝑘𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝐺, 𝐾𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝐵) + (𝑘𝑑
∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝑅, 𝑘𝑑 ∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝐺, 𝑘𝑑
∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝐵) + (𝑘𝑠 ∗ 𝑓 , 𝑘𝑠
∗ 𝑓 , 𝑘𝑠 ∗ 𝑓)
where 𝑘𝑠 = coefficient defining shine of sphere.
After applying these four steps the object will be
rendered using raycasting.
III. DATA PREPARATION

Unlike most commonly observed volumetric data,
such as medical images, which are not georeferenced
and can conveniently be visualized in an isolated
environment without resorting to multi-source data
integration,
atmospheric
data
have
the
followingcharacteristics:
(1)
Atmospheric volumetric data are composed of
arrays of spherical voxels located by longitude, latitude
and altitude.
(2)
Atmospheric volume data cover broad
geographic areas, in some cases even the entire Earth, but
represent a very narrow vertical range due to the thinness
of Earth's atmosphere [13].
Dataset used for this study are the output from weather
forecast model. It contains 3 hourly forecasts of different
weather parameters like temperature, humidity, rainfall,
wind etc. for the next 72 hours. These datasets are in
NetCDF (Network Common Data Form) formats.
NetCDF supports the creation, access, and sharing of
array-oriented scientific data. The datasets contain a total
4 dimensions; Time, Latitude, Longitude, and Elevation
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

Figure 3: Workflow of proposedmethod

Fig. 3 represents the workflow of proposed method.
For visualization, the following stepswill be
performed:
(1) Convert raw data format to that format which can
do volume rendering. (2) Explore the ray-casting
implementation tool (3) Performing volume rendering
of the data on the web (4) Add features to the
visualized data.
A.

Conversion of Data Format
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NetCDF (.nc) files cannot be used directly for
visualization on the web because these files are very
large in size. To overcome this problem, NetCDF files
are converted to another format for visualization. A
rasterized format is chosen for visualization because of
its rasterization characteristic.Rasterization can be
defined as taking an image described in a different shape
(vector graphics like shapes) and converting it into a
series of pixels, dots or lines, which, when displayed
together, create the image which was represented via
shapes. Though it doesn’t provide a way to compute the
color of pixels, it simply is the process of computing the
mapping from scene geometry to pixels. It can help in the
volume rendering of data.
Keeping this advantage of rasterization under
consideration,NRRD (Nearly Raw Raster Data) format is
chosen as new data format for volume rendering.NRRD
(.nrrd extension) represents and processes n-dimensional
raster data. NRRD file contains header describing field
and description of the field. The header also contains key
value pairs. NRRD file can have attached or detached
header and it can contain a single multi-dimensional
array but it can’t contain multiple arrays.
NRRD can read and write data in either byte-ordering, it
can have the data in a separate file from the header
(detached header). It can store the data of any dimension,
and any C scalar type. It encodes data not just in ascii and
binary, but also in gzip and bzip2.
It can also store more peripheral information, such as
axis labels and units. In NRRD, vectors and tensors are
represented implicitly, by using a short non-spatial axis
prior to the spatial axes. Because of these advantages of
NRRD, ncis converted to nrrd using python script.
Here, each NRRD file would contain 3-dimensional data.
These files will have sizes in MB. By converting nc to
nrrd, 13 nrrd files of 13 different time intervals are
received. These fileswill be visualized in further
implementation. For that, tool exploration is needed.

provides a cross-platform, immediate mode, and royaltyfree 3D graphics API. Since WebGL is based on the
OpenGL ES 2.0 API which is a subset of OpenGL for
embedded devices, it uses the same shader language
framework as OpenGL. From the implementation point
of view, WebGL is an extension of the HTML5 canvas
element. This element provides fast and highperformance graphics constructs for rendering highquality graphics in a browser window. For 3D rendering,
rendering context is provided by OpenGL ES 2.0
functionalities. Both of these APIs are controlled through
JavaScript in the web browser [15].
Moreover, WebGL has a three.js library. As per name
suggests this provides geometry, shading, lighting, to
visualize the data in 3D. Here, vertex shader transfers the
geometry from one place to another, it works with shapes
and coordinates. With fragment shaders different effects
like color, lighting, shadow effect can be applied to the
final image [16]. With ray casting, terrain visualization
has also been done using WebGL tool [17]. This tool can
be used for exact implementations of volume rendering
on the web.

Figure 4: WebGL workflow

B.

Exploration of Tool

As ray-casting algorithm is used for doing volume
rendering on the web, WebGL tool can be used. As per
name suggests WebGL stands for Web Graphics Library
and it uses ray-casting for volume rendering.
WebGL is proposed as a new standard for plugin-less
graphics computing from within a web browser. It
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.

C.
Volume
WebGL

rendering

with

ray-casting

on

Ray-casting collects color and opacity at each point and
render the volume. First nc files is converted to nrrd files.
As WebGL is based on ray-casting, it renders the threedimensional array as an object. WebGL supports NRRD
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format for visualization but nrrd format can’t have direct
color or opacity. That’s why another pass needed to be
applied to the ray-casting algorithm for visualization.
1. In the first pass of ray-casting, data is visualized
by applying 3D textures on the data. When ray is
passed through the data, it collects information at
each data point. (x,y,z,v) will be the coordinates
denoting longitude, latitude, elevation, value of
the data respectively. WebGL provides a
geometry to give 3D shape to that collected data.
In three.js, the geometry is visualized using
textures, here the DataTexture3D method is used.
In the second pass, 2D image iswrapped around
that 3D visualized data to provide colors to the
rendered data.
2. In the second pass, using texture loader, the 2D
image is loaded to wrap the rendered data. This
way, the three-dimensional array of weather data
can be visualized.

1) Dell Precision Power 7810 Desktop with Red hat
Enterprise Linux Server 7.2, 64-bit operating
system and IntelR Xeon ® CPU E5-2650 V3 @
2.30GHz*40 processor.
2) The graphics card required to run WebGL 2.0
experiments contains certain requirements. The
graphic card here contains NVIDIA Quadro
M4000/PCIe/SSE2. The GNOME version for
Linux environment is 3.14.2.

TABLE I
FEATURE DESCRIPTION

Feature1

Visualization is done at elevation level 1
with isosurface style and rainbow-colored
image is wrapped around the rendered
data shown in figure5(a)

Feature2

Visualization is done at elevation level 1
with mipmap style and the grayscale
image is wrapped around the rendered
data shown in figure5(b)

Feature3

Visualization is done at elevation level 1
with isosurface style and green shades
containing image is wrapped around the
rendered data shown in figure 5(c). It
shows the variable dimensions.

In the next segment, features will be added to the
visualized weather data.
D.

Adding features to the visualized data

Here, ray-casting is applied in 2 passes to visualize the
data in 3D. Now if data needs to be seen at more or less
height, or in more depth or at different width then the
dimensions of data should be variable. The feature of
moving dimensions is added to see the data as per the
requirements.
Different colors to the datacan also be given by applying
colormap using different images containing shading of
different colors. Colors of rainbow with 0 color blindness
simulation, grayscale colormap, and green shades
containing colored image have been applied to see the
variation in the data.
Different rendering styles iso-surface and mipmap can be
applied to the rendered data. To develop thesefeatures,
controls are defined in three.js. Each control can be
operated by a user on the browser. Let’s see the
experiments done on the three-dimensional nrrd file to
generate the results.
V.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

After using WebGL for reading nrrd file and visualizing
it, results are received as following. Result explanation
are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 5 (a): Rainbow colors with isosurface

The experimental setup used a comprise of:
Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co., Inc.
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